
Gangs of Skavenblight 
Based on Gangs of Rome, made by Warbanner Footsore Miniatures, who have my biggest thanks for providing a 
free PDF of their rules and a heap of scenarios online. They have a fantastic range of (metal) models, both the 
fighters and the civilians. Not enough games include civilians. 

 

What you need: 

 A bunch of D6 dice. 

 A way of determining random directions. An artillery die, a spinner, whatever. 

 An opaque bag and coloured pebbles. This game has random activation. Don’t use differently 
sized/surfaced stuff. We do blind draws here. 

 A tape measure. None of that “gradus” the original game does, good old inches here. 

 Models. Duh. 7 per side, tops. They need to be unique enough so you can match them to their fighter 
cards (I recommend painting Skaven names on the rims of their bases). Also some 80mm round bases 
with 5-ish civilian models on them, called mob bases. 

 Your fighters or gang members are described by fighter cards. I’ve configured the file so it gives you 20 
randomised cards with the same 20 names, so you don’t have to re-paint your figures all the time. 

 There should be a .pdf file with weapon cards somewhere where you found this ruleset. 

 A tables worth of terrain. Think Mordheim, but less destroyed. A lot of verticality, and some 
ladders/rope. We’re talking a 3’ by 3’ table, by the way. It’s Skavenblight, the Rome of Skavendom. 

Two things before we start proper:  

There are some exceptions, but generally, each time you roll a D6 you’ll want to get a 4, 5 or 6. That’s a success. 
1s, 2s and 3s are failures. 

The Great Horned Rat watches you. And let’s be honest, no Skaven really wants the undivided attention of his 
God. He’s drawn to the ruckus of combat, but even his eyes can’t see every blow in every fight. The very first 
attack of an activation, made by a charging or shooting fighter is unseen by the Great Horned one. After this 
point, beware results of multiple 1s on any dice rolls that may appear, for such results (snake-eyes? more like “rats, 
I rolled ones again!”) attract him, and he does not like unlucky Skaven. If only a single 1 is rolled, then there is no 
effect, however multiple 1 results will lead to the Great Horned one negatively impacting the dice roll. He’ll 
claim one of your successes (4,5,6) from your dice pool for himself. Remove it from the dice pool. Yeah, you 
heard right. Rejoice, for only one die is ever taken from a dice pool by the most charitable Great Horned Rat, 
even if there is more than one pair of ones. 

 

Building a gang: 

When choosing your gang, you have a cost allowance, either what the scenario demands or what you've agreed on 
with your opponent. You can buy fighters and weapon cards from these coffers: a fighter might cost you anything 
between 18 and 25 warpstone tokens depending on his stats, and each weapon card costs between 1 and 3 
depending on its rarity. You're free to choose weapon cards within these limits: 

The maximum amount of weapon cards you can have is the number of your fighters plus seven. So a gang of five 
fighters may have up to 12 weapon cards. Furthermore,  

 your hand may not contain more than 3 common ( ) cards of the same kind,  

 your hand may not contain more than 2 uncommon ( ) cards of the same kind, and 

 your hand may not contain more than 4 rare ( ) cards total, and each must be unique. 



Fighter Cards: 

 Your fighters have 4 stats: Attack, defence, agility and wounds. Their 
sum is the fighter’s worth in warptokens, conveniently provided for those 
who can’t add up. They further have a perk aka trait, they come from a 
different clan, and they may pray to the Great Horned one for a specific 
kind of blessing. All of these confer some bonus. 

Clans: You all know the big four clans. Having a mix-and-matched gang 
with fighters from different clans gives you a wider variety of skills, but 
on the other hand Skaven are a mistrustful bunch, and having unreliable 
allies has drawbacks: Fighters from different clans block each other’s 
line of sight and obstruct movement. Fighters coming from the same 
clan however can anticipate each other’s moves and thus can both move 
and shoot (range attacks) through fighters coming from the same clan 
as them. 

 Clan Skryre: The tech-wizards of the Skaven world, they are 
adepts at maintaining shoddy equipment. Before a fighter from 
clan Skryre places a weapon card in the used pile, roll 1D6. On a 
4-6, you may return the card to your hand instead. 

 Clan Eshin: Skilled in the art of killing unseen, they can sometimes even evade a god’s gaze. Eshin 
fighters may re-roll multiple 1 results that have been seen by the GHR. A re-roll may be made only once 
per dice-pool. 

 Clan Moulder: Either enhanced vision, thicker hide, or maybe it’s the big muscles covered in a thick layer 
of fat, clan Moulder fighters are better on the defence. A Moulder fighter gains +1 DEF die against 
incoming card-based attacks made in reply to their own direct combat actions. 

 Clan Pestilens: Covered in pus-filled, aching sores, clan Pestilens’ fighters are used to the pain, and aren’t 
as impaired by it. The movement of a clan Pestilens fighter never drops below 4", regardless of wounds 
taken. 

Blessings: This part gives me a headache and I still have no proper “translation” for it. It is what it is for now. 
Mechanically, it works like this: Once per turn your dudes may pray to the Great Horned Rat for a blessing. This 
is a free action – roll 1D6 any time during a fighter’s activation and on a 6 the favour described on your fighter’s 
card is granted. There are six in total: 

 Trickery: If blessed, this fighter may use any other fighter’s perk for one turn. 

 Aim true: If blessed, this fighter causes one unavoidable wound in addition to any ranged damage they 
cause this turn. 

 Insight: If blessed, this fighter may look at one opposing face-down weapon card. 

 Scavenge: Is this fighter missing a weapon card? If blessed, immediately give him one from your hand. 

 Luck: If blessed, this fighter can re-roll one die from in his ATK and DEF rolls this turn. 

 Recovery: If blessed, this fighter immediately heals one wound. 

No idea how to fit what once were multiple gods’ blessings thematically (Gangs of Middenheim would be a breeze 
to make in this regard) so let’s move on. 

Place your fighter cards on the edge of the table, and a die/wound counters next to each of them. When activated, 
place the activation pebble onto their card. See why your Skaven need to be identifiable now? They have different 
stats, and different equipment, how can you tell if it’s Squeek, Chief Suckapaw or Dr. Scratchnsniff getting their 
tail handed to them? 

 

 

 

 

 



Weapon cards: 

They do what it says on the card. You know which of your fighters has which, but 
your opponent is in for a nasty surprise. I basically took everything from the 
“Gangs of Rome” game, and changed names to fit the theme. And fixed typos, 
ambiguous wording and their non-uniformity. (The number in the lower left corner 
is the same as the source material in GoR, for reference. 41-44 are from the “Blood 
on the Aventine” set and 45-48 are from “The Sons of Orcus”, originally labelled T 
1-4 and S 1-4.) The symbols at the bottom represent both its rarity and cost: a 
simple sling costs 1 warpstone token, the services of a pit fighter on the other hand 
cost three. 

Place the cards face-down next to the fighter who carries them, and keep them 
close when the Skaven move about. 

 

Playing the game: 

Well, set up the board, and play the game in turn order: 

Tactics Phase: 

 Move the mobs 

 (Re)Place your weapon cards 

Activation phase: 

 Draw 

 Activate a fighter 

 Mob reactions 

 Draw 

 Activate the next fighter 

 Repeat until there are no more fighters left to activate 

Cleanup: 

 Collect pebbles 

 Check if victory conditions are met 

 Have a drink 

Now in detail: 

 

Set up: 

Pick a scenario. Set up terrain as it demands or as you see fit. 

Put exactly one pebble of your chosen colour into the bag for each fighter model you field. Draw pebbles like 
you would in the activation phase and set up your fighters. 

Most scenarios also tell you the number of mobs you need to place. Take turns placing the required number of 
mob bases. If you have scenarios that tell you where to place them – good, otherwise be reasonable – don’t mush 
them all in the middle and don’t place them on the absolute edges of the board. 

There are scenario suggestions at the end of this document. 

 

 

 

 



Tactics phase: 

Moving mobs: Roll 1D6 and a random direction for each mob, if it’s a success (4,5,6) the mob moves that 
distance in the determined direction. If and when a mob base hits an obstacle, it wheels around (get it, it’s a round 
base, it “wheels around”?) the obstacle and tries to go on in the general direction. 

The mobs are generally friendly (as far as Skaven go) and are not going to attack the fighters in this phase. If they 
“collide” with a fighter while moving in the tactics phase, they’ll scurry around them like they would around an 
obstacle, and continue on. 

Mobs will not climb terrain, nor will they ever leave the table – the table edge is an impassable obstacle to them. 
Don’t forget to move them in the very first round, too! Yes, they get to move even before your fighters do. 

Weapon cards: Now for the tactical part, you may give your fighters some better weapons: 

 If a fighter has a face-down card with him, you may leave it, face-down.  

 If a fighter has an active card you’re content with, you may leave it on the fighter, active. 

 If a fighter has an active card from the previous round you want to replace, discard it to the used pile and 
put the new one face-down. 

 You may also place one card that “follows” ALL fighters who lack one.  

If your hand runs out during the tactics phase, you may take up your used pile and replenish your hand. At the 
end of this round the number of cards on your hand may not exceed seven. If you end up with more either place 
them on your fighters, like you’re supposed to, or discard them in the used pile until you have a maximum of 
seven. 

Note that some items are destroyed, not used – discard them from the rest of the match. Btw, since this is a 
game of bluff, too, you may choose to replace an active card with the same one face-down, your opponent will 
never suspect you have another spear on you!!! 

 

Activations: 

Draw: Fight over who gets the bag first, it doesn’t matter. One of you blind draws a pebble, and gives it to the 
respective player, who now chooses one of his fighters to activate (see below). Take turns drawing pebbles until 
the bag is empty. 

Activate a fighter: put the pebble you just got onto one of your fighters card. He is now active and may now do 
one of the following: 

 Move 

 Move & move 

 Blend 

 Move & blend 

 Bandage wounds 

 Move & bandage wounds 

 Bandage wounds & move 

 Combat 

 Combat & move 

 Charge & combat 

 Fuck all, aka passing 

Fighters that have not yet been activated in this round (and thus have no pebble on their card) are ready and 
fighters that have are called spent. Remember this, it’s relevant to some of the games’ mechanics. It goes without 
saying that fighters can only be activated once per round. 

 

 

 



Move actions: They include all horizontal movement, climbing, leaping and breaking away from combat. 

Basic moves: A fighter’s wounds count is also his movement range. Like in every other wargame, 
measure and move up to the distance you are allowed to move. A wounded rat can’t run as fast, so when 
things start going downhill, they go fast, um, I mean slow. If, for example, your fighter starts with 7 
wounds on his profile, he may move up to 7” in one move action. As he gets beaten up, his movement 
decreases by the number of wounds he suffered.  

Side note: Unlike in other wargames (Mordheim), the move rate does not affect the charge distance. 
Charge distance is determined by the fighter’s attack value. More on that in the combat rules chapter. 

Agility tests: In quite a few situations your fighter will have to take them. Some have a fixed value and 
some a variable one. Look at your agility score on your fighter’s card, take as many dice and try to roll 
successes equal or more than the agility rating of the challenge. For example, a fighter with the agility of 6 
tries to pass an ALG 3 challenge from a thrown weapon. He rolls 6D6 and scores |1|3|4|5|5|6| - that’s 
four successes and two fails – the fighter passes the agility test. Just as with movement, wounded fighters 
are at a disadvantage when taking AGL tests – remove one die from their pool for each wound suffered. 
Assuming the fighter from the previous example had 7 wounds total, and lost 3 of them, he’d now have a 
movement allowance of 4” and his agility would drop to 3. 

Climbing: The city of Skavenblight should have a fair amount of verticality. So naturally the sneaky-
stabby gang members will have to climb and jump. Instead of halving movement (looking at Mordheim & 
Frostgrave) you need to take agility tests for each inch of terrain your fighters clear, with half fractions 
rounded up (don’t be that guy, 2.2” should be rounded down). So to climb up or jump down a 2,5” piece 
of terrain, you need to pass an AGL 3 test. Leaping works in the same way: If you want to jump a 2” gap, 
take an AGL 2 test. Should you fail your agility test, your fighter’s move ends prematurely. On the other 
hand, a successfully passed test allows movement to continue without distance penalties. 

Example: There is an 2,5” high, 1” wide obstacle in the way of your fighter’s intended path. He moves 1” 
up to it, takes and passes an AGL 3 test, is placed on top, continues movement (1”) then takes another 
AGL 3 test to jump down and passes again. He now spends the rest of his movement allowance to get in 
base contact with a mob and blends with his second action (more on mobs and blending later). 

Accidents: If you fail to roll any successes when taking an agility test, an accident happens. Fail an ALG 
3 or lower test, and your fighter suffers 1 unavoidable wound from falling (place him on the lower 
level), or 2 unavoidable wounds if it’s an AGL 4 or higher test. If he was trying to leap, your fighter 
falls down the gap. Place him on the next lower level flush with the edge they tried to jump to. In this 
case, he takes one unavoidable wound for each inch he’s fallen, rounding up halves. 

Ladders and ropes: Quite important strategically, as you don’t need an agility test to move up or 
down on them. Both can be jumped to or from, just take agility tests for that as normal. Ladders and rope 
can be kicked down or cut by an unengaged fighter at the top, standing 1” away or closer, as a free action. 
When standing at the lower level, ladders may be put back up at the cost of a move action, assuming the 
top level is not defended by foes. 
When standing 1” away or closer to a ladder or rope an opponent is climbing, your fighters may take an 
out of turn awareness check as a free action. Roll 1D6 and on a result of 5-6 your fighter heard the 
enemy climbing up: he cuts the rope or kicks off the ladder as part of his free action and the enemy falls 
down. They take half the distance (rounded up) as unavoidable wounds and end their activation 
directly under the rope/ladder. If the fighter on top failed their awareness roll, the climber may engage 
him in combat (note that climbing a rope/ladder doesn’t give you a second combat action, so if the 
climber has fought before he does not get to attack a second time in one turn). 

Break from combat: If your fighter is engaged in hand-to-hand combat and wishes to move away, 
attempt an agility test (AGL 3 when engaged with a single opponent, AGL 4 for two, and your fighter 
can’t disengage if overwhelmed by three or more foes). In any case, should you fail the agility test, you 
stay in combat and suffer 1 unavoidable wound and the movement action is forfeit. You’re still allowed 
to fight as the second action of your activation. 

Moving through mobs: Unlike opposing fighters, you may move into base contact with mobs at will, or 
end your movement in base contact with them. Moving through a mob base costs 1” of your movement 
allowance. 



Combat actions: There are two kind of combat: the lethal, basic kind that kills a Skaven and brawl attacks that 
knocks them about. Unless stated otherwise, all attacks are assumed to be lethal-style (declare brawl attacks before 
rolling any dice). Fighters may only make one attack per activation, either ranged, hand-to-hand, or a brawl 
attack if engaged in H2H. However they can reply to any incoming attacks as a free action. Note: They can only 
reply to ranged attacks if armed with a ranged weapon themselves and not engaged in H2H combat – that’s a 
more pressing matter. 

Charging: The charge move is the normal way to bring your fighters into combat with the enemy. 
Maximum charge distance is always the same as your fighter’s attack stat. Even when gravely injured, 
the spurt of adrenalin gives them the energy needed to charge into the fray. You can measure distances 
and you may not declare impossible charges. Charges do not fail in this game. Immediately after charging, 
a combat action takes place (whether it’s lethal or brawl is up to you). 

Lethal combat: Who would’ve thunkered, lethal-style attacks use the attacker’s attack stat. Either the one 
from his fighter card, or from his active weapon card – not both. Take the corresponding amount of dice 
and try to roll as many successes (4,5,6) as you can. The target of the attack then takes his allowance of 
defence dice (his DEF stat) and tries to negate those successful attacks; one successful DEF die negates 
one hit. 
Example: Fighter A has ATK 6. He rolls 6D6 and scores |1|2|3|4|4|4| - that’s three successes and 
three fails. Fighter B defends with 4D6 and scores |1|3|4|5| - that’s two successes and two fails – 
fighter B suffers one wound. 

Remember: The Great Horned Rat watches you kill-kill other Skaven.  

Brawl combat: Grappling attacks that can send your opponent flying. Off a roof, if you do it right. 
Declare them before you roll, and then attack with your ATK stat (not the one of your weapon!). Every 
success you score increases the difficulty level of an AGL test your opponent has to take to defend: if you 
scored 2 successes, he has to take an AGL 2 test to defend, if three - AGL 3, and so on.  

Non-lethal combat doesn’t excite the Great Horned one, and he doesn’t care for multiple 1s results in 
brawl combats. But remember: one less die for AGL tests per wound taken. 

If your fighter wins a brawl, he may throw his foe 1” for every success they scored minus every success 
the defender scored (when failing his AGL test). That is a mouthful, so here’s an example: Fighter A has 
ATK 6. He rolls 6D6 for a brawl attack and scores |1|2|5|5|5|6| - that’s four successes and two fails. 
Fighter B (AGL 5, but has taken a wound) defends with 4D6 and scores |1|2|2|5| - that’s one success 
and three fails – he lost the brawl by three. Fighter A can now throw fighter B for up to 3” in any 
direction. 

If you fail to score any attacks, or your foe passed the test, you stay engaged in combat and they get to 
reply as usual. Obviously fighters that have lost a brawl, been thrown away from their foe, and are not in 
B2B contact any more may not make a return attack. 

Thrown from a height or into an obstacle: Fighters that are thrown into an obstacle, such as a wall, a 
column etc. take one unavoidable wound. When pushed off a ledge, they fall: if it’s less than 2” they take 
one unavoidable wound, otherwise they take one unavoidable wound per 1” fallen, rounding up.  

Thrown into other models: When a fighter is thrown into friendly models roll 1D6 for each model 
involved, the “thrown” and all “thrown into” – on a 4,5,6 this fighter takes one unavoidable wound. 

If a fighter is thrown into a mob base, roll 1D6 to determine the mob’s reaction: 

 1-2: No further effect, although they do call you a musk-squirting ratwife 

 3-4: The mob base panics (see mob reactions) as your weapons “accidentally” kill a few 
bystanders 

 5-6: Take one unavoidable wound – someone saw the opportunity to get a good kick in while you 
were on the ground 

Stunned: Combat is dangerous. If the target of a H2H lethal-style attack suffers two or more unblocked 
hits, then they become stunned. A stunned fighter loses his ability to reply in H2H combat while he is 
dazed. This effect only lasts until this fighter’s next activation or the end of the turn, whichever comes 
first. 



Outnumbered: Facing a foe with numerical superiority is the Skaven way. Although these assassins are 
trained to fight alone and do not suffer ill effects from doing so (no “all alone” tests a la Mordheim) they 
do benefit from overwhelming their foe: when attacking an outnumbered opponent, the attacker gains +1 
ATK die. Even better, when his colleague is from the same clan as your fighter, they gain +2 ATK dice. 

Weapon cards in combat: You don’t have to reveal them, but you can only attack with that weapon if 
you do. If you don’t want to reveal your card either make a normal lethal attack or a brawl attack. 

Cover: When in base contact with an obstacle, your fighter may be in cover. Use common sense. Fighters 
in cover gain +1 DEF die against both hand-to-hand (fighting over a fence/through a hedge for example) 
and ranged attacks (for instance hiding behind a column).  

Ranged attacks into H2H combat: If you don’t mind hitting your own guys, go ahead and try. Any 
misses you roll become the attack successes against your fighter engaged in H2H with the intended target 
of the ranged attack. Both the intended and unintended targets take DEF saves as normal. 

Feign: A fighter that is visible to a mob (see below) and struck by a ranged attack may feign in place of a 
reply action and draw attention to them. A crowd will gather round to see what’s going on. Place the 
nearest mob base in B2B contact (at any angle) with the fighter. This is a useful strategy if your fighter 
doesn’t have a ranged attack to reply and wants to put a mob between him and his foes. 

Cause a panic: Your fighter may attack a mob base to force it to panic (see mob reactions). This attack 
succeeds automatically, the mob moves away from the attacker and tramples fighters in its path as 
described below. 

Out of action: Once a fighter has been reduced to 0 wounds, he's out of the game - remove the model 
and its pebble from the activation bag (or his card if he's spent). You may use him again in a campaign - 
there are no permanent injury tables like in Frostgrave or Mordheim. 

Blend actions: Where mobs are in play, your fighters may use them to vanish into the crowd. Once there, lost in 
the living sea of fur, they may bide their time, like a monkey inside a piñata, hiding amongst the candy, hoping the 
kids don't break through with the stick …  

Blend: A fighter that forfeits all combat for this activation may move in base-to-base contact with a mob 
and vanish into the crowd. Declare that he is blending and set aside the model until the next activation. 
Once part of the chittering masses, the fighter may emerge from – or be discovered in – any mob base 
on the table. Drawn weapons cause other Skaven to shy away – if a fighter has an active weapon card 
and wishes to blend it is placed in the player’s used pile. 

Return: Fighters who have blended the previous turn must return on their next activation. They may do 
so from the base of any mob, ready to take a normal turn. 

Revealed by panic: When there are blended fighters, and a mob, any mob, panics for whatever reason, 
roll 1D6 (one at a time) for every blended fighter before it makes its 6” panic move (more on that below). 
If the fighter fails (1,2,3) to keep up, he is returned to play at the rear of the mob base as it runs away. 
This can cause opposing fighters to suddenly stand face-to-face: they are now considered as engaged in 
H2H combat (and as surprised as you are). 

Spot the rat: Each of your fighters, once per activation, may look to reveal hidden foes. When in base 
contact with or moving through a mob they can, as a free action, try to find a blended opposing fighter: 
roll 1D6, and on a success (4,5,6) you’ve found one of them. Choose and place one of your opponent’s 
previously blended models in base-to-base contact with your fighter – they are now engaged in H2H 
combat. 

Restrictions apply: Your fighters may not blend in a turn directly after being revealed or returned to 
play. They must spend a full turn out in the open before being able to blend again. 

Bandage wounds: Simple as it sounds, when not engaged in combat, your fighter may spend one of his actions 
per activation to bandage his injuries and restore 1 wound. He cannot blend in the same activation he treats his 
wounds. 

 



Mob reactions: Until now you’ve heard how your fighters interact with the mobs, but the mobs also interact with 
them. First of all we need to establish if a fighter is visible to a mob. When on the same level, in unbroken line 
of sight and within 6” of a mob base, a fighter is visible to it, and the mob will react to any attacks the fighter 
makes. After all ATK and DEF dice of a combat (attack and reply) have been rolled and the results worked out, 
roll 1D6 for every mob base that saw the combat happen: 

 1-2: Without brave leaders, the craven mob watches on, hoping to search the dead for scraps. 

 3-4: The mob base panics, afraid of the slaughter before them, and moves 6” directly away from 
the combatants. Any models caught in the path of this move are trampled and immediately 
suffer two unavoidable wounds. No DEF or AGL roll can escape the panicked crowd. 
Trampled fighters are placed to the rear of the mob base after it passes over them. 

 5-6: The sight of combat enrages the mob – it moves into B2B contact with the closest fighter 
involved in the combat. If still at full health, the fighter is considered too tough for the mob, but 
if he’s taken wounds, they smell weakness. Roll 1D6 for each wound the fighter in question has 
taken during the course of the game. For every success rolled, the mob tears him another 
unavoidable wound. This concession does not affect panicked mobs: a stampede always results 
in trampled Skaven. 

 

Cleanup: 

Once all fighters have been activated, check if the victory conditions for the scenario have been met. If not, 
collect the pebbles of all fighters that aren’t out of the game yet, place them back into the bag and play another 
round. 

 

End: 

Store away your minis and break out the celebratory whiskey. Or play another game. 

 

Scenarios: 

Just the one for now. 

Scenario suggestion:  “Tribute” 

With 100 warptoken coffers per side, choose your gang. Set up a 3’x3’ table with something resembling a statue, 
altar or temple near the middle. Choose opposite sites and deploy within 8” of your edge. Your goal is to kill one 
of your opposing fighters, pick up his weapon card (free action for an active fighter in base contact with the dead 
rat), bring it as an offering to the temple/altar/statue/ and drop it there (again as a free action during your 
activation). If a Skaven carrying the tribute dies on the way, the tribute is lost (return it to your opponents used 
pile). This one doesn’t need mobs, but put two in for FUN*. 

Or take 3-4 mobs, agree on a point limit – between 80 and 125 seems reasonable – and beat the crap out of each 
other. The game is quick and bloody. 

Proper scenarios to come. Soon. Ish. Soon-ishTM. 

 


